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ABSTRACT
A high powered ultrashort laser pulse can propagate as a diffraction-free self-channeled
structure called a filament, created by a combination of nonlinear processes. With its ability to
convey extremely high intensity beams to distant targets, many applications such as remote
sensing, cloud seeding, and discharge guiding are potentially possible. However, one of the main
challenges of outdoor field applications is the laser propagation through the atmosphere where
pressure fluctuations and concentrations of aerosols may be present. The rationale behind the
work presented in this dissertation is to evaluate the robustness of the filamentation, measure the
interaction losses as well as understanding the modifications to (i) filament length (ii)
supercontinuum generation, and (iii) the beam profile along propagation through perturbed
media.
Detailed studies of the interaction of a single filament with a single water droplet are
presented. In addition, preliminary results on filament propagation through a cloud of aerosols
are discussed. The effect of pressure on the beam profile along propagation and on the
supercontinuum generated by the filament is studied. This document provides valuable insight
into the complex nonlinear processes affecting the formation, propagation and post propagation
of filaments under adverse atmospheric conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
Laser filaments possess the unique property of propagating as a diffraction-free selfchanneled structure for kilometer range distances [1]. This characteristic has opened the door to
many potential applications with the need of delivering high intensities to remote distances.
However, as the beam travels in the atmosphere over long distances, its interaction with aerosols
(such as in clouds and fogs), dust particles and atmospheric turbulence are inevitable. One of the
main objectives of this dissertation is to investigate the effect of these interactions on the
filament propagation under adverse atmospheric conditions.
Near-infrared light detection and ranging (LIDAR) at an altitude of 4 km with the
filament used as a light source was demonstrated [2]. This study well demonstrates the potential
of filaments for long-distance propagation applications. However, the atmospheric optical limits
need to be addressed. For filament applications like LIDAR, where the filament needs to
propagate to high altitudes, a change in the pressure is inevitable. The nonlinear processes
involved in filament formation are affected by the pressure of the propagating medium. Drastic
changes in the supercontinuum generated by the filament, due to pressure variance, could limit
the detection range. Reduced nonlinear effect on the filamentation process at lower pressures will
eventually not have enough influence on the beam to counter the diffraction of propagating
beam. This will result in an increase in the beam size, leading to decrease in beam intensity.
Aerosols and dust particles in the atmosphere could limit the optical propagation of laser
beams. As the beam interacts with an aerosol, it may be absorbed, refracted, scattered or
1

reflected depending on the properties of the interacting aerosol. For applications such as
discharge guiding and cloud seeding, it is important to understand how the filament propagates
through an aerosol medium. In addition to this, it is also necessary to understand how the
filament itself affects this medium.
The challenges in atmospheric propagation of filaments in realistic conditions are
addressed in this study, answering the following questions:
1. How do the characteristics of a filament change as it interacts with an aerosol?
2. How much of energy is lost during this filament-aerosol interaction?
3. What mechanisms are responsible for the energy loss?
4. What happens to the aerosol as it interacts with a filament?
5. How do the characteristics of a filament change with the pressure of the medium?
An overview of the basic theory of laser-matter interaction, characteristics of laser
filaments, and filament applications are provided in Chapter1. The experimental facilities that are
used for the filament propagation studies are exposed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses the
fundamental studies of filament-aerosol interaction, characterizing the filament propagation
before and after it interacts with an aerosol. In addition, the techniques used to measure the
energy dissipation of the filament as well as simulations and experimental data on the single
filament-single water droplet interaction are mentioned. Changes in the characteristics of the
filament at different pressures are presented in Chapter 4. Beam profile and spectral

2

measurements of the filament propagating in different pressures are presented. The conclusion to
the findings of this work is described in Chapter 5.

3

1

FILAMENTATION

Figure 1.1: Picture of a laser filament taken with a digital SLR camera

Self-trapping of a laser beam was first proposed in 1964 by Chiao et al. [3]. It has now
been two decades since Braun et al. discovered filamentation in air in 1995 [4]. Since then, there
has been a rapid progress in research in this field [5-8].
1.1

Filamentation Theory

A laser filament is a diffraction-free propagating beam that is generated by high-power
ultrashort lasers. A laser pulse with a peak power greater than a critical value (~ 10 GW in air at
800 nm [9]) propagating in air will experience self-focusing due to the optical Kerr effect and
focuses to a high intensity spot. The focused beam is sufficiently intense to generate a weak
plasma in the air. The presence of the free electrons decreases the effective refractive index
locally, causing the propagating beam to diverge. The balance between the optical Kerr selffocusing and plasma defocusing results in a diffraction-free self-sustaining plasma structure.
4

These filaments, with a high optical intensity of ~5 x 1013 W/cm2 [5] in the core can propagate
over long distances.
1.1.1

Kerr Self-Focusing

As a laser beam with high powers propagates through a medium, the refractive index of the
medium is altered by the Kerr effect. This change in refractive index is given by [10]:
𝑛(𝑟, 𝑡) = 𝑛𝑜 + 𝑛2 |𝐸(𝑟, 𝑡)|2 = 𝑛𝑜 + 𝑛2 𝐼(𝑟, 𝑡)

(1-1)

where no is the linear component of the refractive index and n2 is the nonlinear refractive index
(cm2/W) and I(r,t) is the intensity distribution (W/cm2) of the pulse with respect to its radial (r)
and temporal (t) components.
Due to Gaussian beam profile, intensity is higher in the center of the beam than the edge
of the beam. Since the nonlinear refractive index is intensity dependent, the Gaussian shape pulse
will experience different refractive indices across its transverse profile, resulting in Kerr selffocusing.
The nonlinear refractive index, n2, mentioned above is also a part of the Kerr effect and has
the following equation [5, 11, 12]:
𝑛2 =

3𝜒(3)

(1-2)

2
4𝜖𝑜 𝑐𝑛𝑜

where χ(3) is the third order susceptibility of the medium (esu), ϵo is the permittivity of free space
(F/m), c is the speed of light (m/s) in vacuum and no is the linear refractive index of the medium.
5

The nonlinear refractive index of air (1atm, 300 K) is 3.01 x 10-19cm2/W [13]. Assuming a
Gaussian pulse, the central part of the beam experiences a higher refractive index than that of the
low intensity edge. This is equivalent to a plane wave propagating through a convex lens where
the central part of the propagating wave travels through the thicker part of the lens while the
edge of the propagating wave travels through the thinner part of the lens (Figure 1.2 a). The
beam then propagates through the nonlinear refractive index and self-focuses, resulting in higher
intensity of the laser leading to even higher refractive index. This process continues until the
whole beam collapses (Figure 1.2 b). However, this nonlinear process cannot be achieved if the
power of the laser is not high enough to induced the Kerr self-focusing. This threshold power is
called the critical power and is discussed in the following section.

Figure 1.2: (a) Spatial distribution of the nonlinear refractive index with respect to the spatial
distribution of the beam intensity for the initial beam above the critical power. (b) The selfcollapse of the beam as it propagates through nonlinear medium.

6

1.1.2 Critical Power
For an ultrafast laser pulse propagating with its power above the critical power, the
nonlinear refractive index will focus the laser pulse and cause it to collapse to a Townes profile
[14, 15]. Above this threshold value, self-focusing overcomes diffraction, causing the collapse
of the pulse. It can be calculated as follows [16, 17, 18]:
𝛼𝜆2

𝑃𝑐𝑟 = 4𝜋𝑛 0𝑛

(1-3)

0 2

where 𝛼 is a constant depending on the spatial profile of the beam (3.72 for the Townes beam
and 3.77 for Gaussian beam [5]), λo is the center wavelength (m) of the pulse, n0 and n2 are the
linear and nonlinear refractive index, respectively.
Marburger [16] proposed an expression for the collapse point zc of a continuous (CW)
Gaussian beam that exceeds the critical power:
0.184𝑤02 𝑘0

𝑧𝑐 =

1
2

(1-4)

2

√(( 𝑃 ) −0.853) −0.0219
𝑃𝑐𝑟

where P is the input power (W) of the CW laser, Pcr is the critical power (W) of the medium, k0
is the wavenumber (m-1) of the electromagnetic wave and w0 the Gaussian beam waist. If a lens is
introduced to assist the focusing conditions, the collapse point zf is defined as [19]:
1
𝑧𝑓

1

1

=𝑓+𝑍

(1-5)

𝑐
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where f is the focal length (m) of the lens.
1.1.3

Multi-Photon Ionization (MPI)

The ionization of an atom occurs when the interacting electromagnetic wave has a photon
energy larger or equal to the ionization potential of the atom, ion or molecule [20]. In the case
where the photon energy is lower than the ionization potential, ionization process can still occur if
the intensity of the laser is high enough. The electrons can simultaneously absorb more than one
photon to overcome the ionization potential as shown in Figure 1.3. This phenomenon is called
multiphoton ionization [21, 22]. The rate of the multi photon ionization is proportional to IK where
I is the laser intensity and K is the total number of photons absorbed [23]. The ionization potential
for oxygen molecules is 12 eV [24]. Therefore, it requires 8 photons of 800 nm beam (ћω ≈ 1.55
eV) to overcome the ionization potential of oxygen and the rate of multi photon ionization will be
proportional to I8.

Figure 1.3: Multiphoton Ionization
8

1.1.4

Tunneling Ionization

Tunneling ionization occurs when the external electric field generated by the high
intensity laser pulse perturbs the Coulomb potential of the nucleus, enabling an electron to
escape [25, 26]. The deformation caused by the strong electric field (Figure 1.4) decreases the
width of the potential barrier, increasing the probability of tunneling ionization. Tunneling
ionization can take place when the period of wavelength of the laser is longer than the time the
electron takes to travel through the distorted barrier. This indicates that the tunneling ionization
is more likely to occur for longer laser wavelengths.

Figure 1.4: Tunneling Ionization
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1.1.5

Keldysh Parameter

A theory of ionization by laser fields was described by Keldysh in 1965 [27, 28]. As a high
intensity laser pulse interacts with matter, the high electrical field from the laser interacts with the
electrons, inducing tunneling or multiphoton ionization. The adiabaticity parameter (Keldysh
parameter) and is expressed as [27, 28]:
𝜔

𝛾=𝜔 =

𝜔√2𝑚𝑒 𝐸𝐼

𝛤

(1-6)

𝑒𝐸

where ω is the laser frequency (Hz), ωΓ is the frequency (Hz) of the electron tunneling through the
potential barrier, EI is the ionization potential (eV), E is the electric field intensity (V/cm), and me
and e are the effective mass (kg) and charge (C) of the electrons, respectively. The tunneling
ionization process will dominate the ionization process when γ << 1 and multiphoton process will
dominate if γ >> 1.
The ionization potential for oxygen and nitrogen molecules is 12 eV and 15.6 eV
respectively [29, 24]. Therefore, for a laser (800 nm)-induced filament in air, the Keldysh
parameter is calculated to be ~ 1.8.
1.1.6

Plasma Defocusing

Based on Drude model, the contribution 𝑛𝑐 from the electron density of the plasma to the
refractive index of the local medium can be written as [30]:
𝑛𝑐 ≈ −

𝜌(𝑟,𝑡)

(1-7)

2𝜌𝑐
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where ρ(r,t) is the instantaneous and local density of free electrons and ρc ≡ ϵomeωo2/e2 is the
critical plasma density [ϵo is permittivity (F/m) in vacuum, ωo is the laser frequency (Hz) and me
and e are electron mass (kg) and charge (C) ]. This local decrease in refractive index due to
plasma generation would act like a negative lens resulting in the divergence of the laser beam
[18]. The plasma-induced divergence and diffraction mechanisms will then overcome the selffocusing mechanism, inducing divergence of the pulse. As long as the beam has enough power,
above the critical power, the self-focusing term dominates again over the defocusing
mechanisms and this oscillation of self-focusing and defocusing continues until the filament
stabilizes. The stable filament consists of an intense core with a clamped intensity (~ 5 x 1013
W/cm2) and an energy reservoir as shown in Figure 1.5. The filament, however, will lose its
power due to multi-photon absorption and will not have enough power to overcome the
diffraction, leading to divergence of the beam therefore termination of filamentation.

11

Figure 1.5: Beam profile of the filament generated with Ti:sapphire laser (2.2 mJ, 800 nm, 50 fs)
using 1.2 m focusing lens.

1.1.7

Higher-Order Kerr Effect (HOKE)

There is a controversy between the plasma defocusing and self-defocusing caused by higherorder Kerr effect (HOKE) [11, 31-33]. The measured coefficients of the higher order nonlinear
refractive index of nitrogen, oxygen and air have shown that the n4 and n6 terms are negative,
leading to a Kerr self-defocusing effect [34]. However, for this dissertation, the filaments are
described as a dynamic balance between Kerr self-focusing and plasma defocusing. The basic
theory, characteristics and applications of filaments generated from femtosecond pulses at 800 nm
will be in the following section.

12

1.1.8

Dynamic Spatial Replenishment Model

The dynamic spatial replenishment model was proposed by Mlejnek et al. to explain
filamentation [35]. This model considers the temporal pulse shape to consist of a series of thin
time slices. Assuming a Gaussian temporal profile of the beam, the central time slice has the
highest intensity, reaching self-focusing first. The focused time slice ionizes the air and is
defocused. The slices that are temporally earlier than the central time slice go through the same
process at farther distances as long as their power is above the critical power. However, the
trailing edge of the pulse is defocused by the plasma generated by the central and earlier slices.
This focusing-defocusing process repeats as long as the time slices have sufficient power, above
the critical power, to counter the diffraction with Kerr self-focusing. The pulse loses its power to
multi photon ionization (MPI) as it propagates, and diverges eventually.
1.1.9

Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation

Filament propagation can be numerically described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
(NLSE):
𝜕𝜀

𝑖

𝜕2

𝜕2

𝑖𝑘

𝜌

= 2𝑘 (𝜕𝑥 2 + 𝜕𝑦 2 ) 𝜀 + 𝑖𝑘0 𝑛2 |𝜀|2 𝜀 − 2𝑛0 𝜌 𝜀
𝜕𝑧
0

(1-8)

𝑐

where k and k0 are the wavenumber of the electromagnetic wave in the medium and vacuum
respectively, n2 and n0 are nonlinear and linear refractive index of the medium respectively , ρ is
the free electron density and ρc is the critical plasma density. |ε|2 is defined to be the intensity
that is expressed as 1/2n0ϵ0c|E|2 where ϵ0, c, and E are the permittivity of free space, speed of
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light, and electric field of the electromagnetic wave respectively. The right hand side of the
equation represents the diffraction term, Kerr self-focusing and plasma defocusing respectively.
More physical effects such as group velocity dispersion (k"), molecular Raman-Kerr
effect, plasma absorption, and MPI losses have been added to the NLSE equation (1-8) for this
dissertation.
𝜕𝜀

=
𝜕𝑧

𝑖

𝜕2

𝜕2

(
+ 𝜕𝑦 2 ) 𝜀 −
2𝑘 𝜕𝑥 2

𝑖𝑘" 𝜕2 𝜀
2 𝜕𝑦 2

+ 𝑁𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑟 + 𝑁𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 + 𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐴
𝑡

𝑁𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑟 = 𝑖𝑘0 𝑛2 (1 − 𝛼)|𝜀|2 𝜀 + 𝑖𝑘0 𝑛2 𝛼 [∫−∞ 𝑅(𝑡 − 𝑡 ′ )|𝜀(𝑡 ′ )|2 𝑑𝑡 ′ ] 𝜀
𝜎

𝑁𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑎 = − 2 (1 + 𝑖𝜔0 𝜏𝑐 )𝜌𝜀
𝑁𝑀𝑃𝐴 = −
𝑅(𝑡) =

𝐾ћ𝜔0 𝜌𝑛𝑡 𝜎𝐾

2
𝛤2 −𝜔𝑅
2
𝜔𝑅

2

|𝜀|2𝐾−2 (1 −

(1-9)
(1-10)
(1-11)

𝜌
𝜌𝑛𝑡

)𝜀

(1-12)

𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝛤𝑡) 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑅 𝑡

(1-13)

In the optical Kerr term (1-10), α denotes the fractional distribution of the Kerr self-focusing
effect to an instantaneous electron response and a delayed molecular Raman scattering. In the
plasma term (1-11), σ is the cross section for inverse Bremsstrahlung, ω0 is the laser frequency,
and τc is electron collision time where the inverse Bremsstrahlung is a further acceleration of the
electrons due to the electric filed of the remaining part of the pulse. In the multi-photon
absorption (MPA) term (1-12), ћ is the reduced Planck’s constant (1.055 x 10-34 Js), ρnt is the
density of neutrals in the medium, and σK is the K-photon ionization cross section. For the
molecular response of the medium (1-13), Γ-1 denotes the molecular response time and ωR
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denotes the molecular rotational frequency. The values for each parameter used in this simulation
in this thesis are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: List of parameters for the simulation at 800 nm
Parameters

Air

𝒏𝟐 ( × 10-19 cm2/W)

2.9

𝒌" (fs2/cm)

0.2005

𝝈𝑲 (s-1cm2KW-K)

2.81 x 10-96

𝑼𝒊 (eV)

12.063

𝑲 (λ = 800 nm, ћω ≈ 1.55 eV)

8

𝜞 −𝟏 (fs)

70

𝛚𝑹 ( × 1012 s-1)
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1.2

Filament Properties

In this section, the basic characteristics of the filament are discussed including its plasma
density, energy distribution, length, and spectrum.
1.2.1 Filament Plasma Density
The high intensity of the filament at its core ionizes the medium in which it propagates.
Several studies have measured the density of the free electrons generated by the high intensity core
of the filament [36-43]. The reported electron density varies from 1012 cm-3 [38] to 1018cm-3 [39].
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This wide range of electron density may be caused by the initial pulse condition (pulse width and
energy) as well as focusing conditions used to induce filamentation [36].
1.2.2 Intensity Clamping
As discussed above, filamentation is the result of the dynamic balance between self-focusing
mechanism in a nonlinear medium and plasma. The rate of the multi photon ionization, being the
dominant ionization process, is proportional to IK where I is the laser intensity and K is the total
number of photons absorbed to overcome the ionization potential [23]. As the intensity of the
filament increases by self-focusing, the rate of the multi-photon ionization (MPI) increases,
resulting in a fast increase in electron density that will defocus the filament. Therefore a limit to
the filament peak intensity is set by this balance leading to a very stable intensity throughout the
length of the filament [44]. The value of this clamped intensity was reported in the order of 5 x
1013 W/cm2 [4, 5].
1.2.3

Spatial Distribution of Energy within a Filament

The reported filament peak intensity varies in the orders of 1013W/cm2 to 1014W/cm2 [45,
46, 47]. However, most of the input laser energy is not channeled within the core of the filament.
According to Brodeur, et al. [45], the energy within the core of the filament does not exceed 7%
of the total energy. This indicates that the rest of the total energy either is scattered by the medium
or concentrated in the region surrounding it called “energy reservoir”. This energy reservoir plays
a major part in filamentation since it reforms the filament even if the core of the filament is blocked
[48- 51]. On the other hand, if the reservoir of the filament is blocked, the filament is no longer
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generated [7, 52]. Figure 1.6 shows a study by W. Liu et al. on the impact of the energy reservoir
on the filament propagation [48]. Both numerical and experimental data show that as the size of
the pinhole blocking the energy reservoir decreases, the length of the filament decreases as well.

Figure 1.6: Left column, images of filament taken by an ICCD. Right column, electron density
distribution from numerical simulation. (a), (f) free propagation; (b), (g) 220 μm pinhole
diameter; (c), (h) 440 μm pinhole diameter; (d), (i) 1 mm pinhole diameter; (e), (j) 2 mm pinhole
diameter. Source: [48]

1.2.4

Length of a Filament

The length for which the laser intensity is sufficient to ionize the propagation medium
defines the general definition of the filament length. One way to characterize the length of the
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filament is by taking the side image of the plasma emission from the nitrogen molecular ion (N2+,
2 +
𝐵 2 ∑+
𝑢 → 𝑋 ∑𝑔 ) at 391 nm [36]. Figure 1.7 (a) shows an overlay of the image of the filament

taken with 30 seconds exposure in a completely dark room on top of the image of the setup with
0.025 second exposure with the lights on. This image was taken with a standard digital SLR camera
while Figure 1.7 (b) was taken with an ICCD with 5 μs gate width and 200 accumulations.

Figure 1.7: The side view images of filament taken with (a) a standard digital SLR camera, (b)
an ICCD.

The lifetime of the plasma (several ns) is longer than the temporal width of the laser pulse.
Applications utilizing the filament plasma channel are discussed in Section 1.3.
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1.2.5 Supercontinuum
1.2.5.1 Self-Phase Modulation (SPM)
As the pulse propagates in a nonlinear medium, new frequencies are generated in the
spectrum of the pulse due to the variations of the index of refraction induced by the time dependent
intensity (Equation 1-1). This Self-phase modulation (SPM) the temporal aspect of the Kerr effect
causes a modification of the temporal profile generating new components in the spectrum towards
a supercontinuum [53- 55]. The instantaneous and local electromagnetic field of a plane wave can
be described as following [7]:
𝐸(𝑧, 𝑡) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑖𝛷) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑖 (𝜔𝑜 𝑡 −

𝜔𝑜 𝑛
𝑐

𝑧))

(1-14)

where Φ is the instantaneous phase of the pulse, ωo is the angular frequency of the laser and n is
the refractive of the medium. The link between the instantaneous frequencies and the pulse
intensity can be expressed as [56]:
𝜔(𝑡) =

𝜕𝛷
𝜕𝑡

~ 𝜔𝑜 −

𝑛2 𝜔𝑜
𝑐

𝑧

𝜕𝐼(𝑟,𝑡)

(1-15)

𝜕𝑡

As the pulse propagates, its rising edge generates lower frequencies while the falling edge
broadens the spectrum towards the blue.
1.2.5.2 Self-Steepening
Self-steepening also contributes to the spectral broadening by changing the temporal profile
of the pulse. The intensity dependent nonlinear refractive index, n2I, leads to a different
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propagation speed for the different parts of the pulse. The peak of the pulse will have a slower
velocity compared to the lower intensity parts. This will result in a steepening of the intensity
profile, resulting in a lower frequency of the electric field, generating more blue in the spectrum.
1.2.5.3 Time Dependent Plasma Density
The ionization of the propagating medium does not only induce the divergence of the beam
but it also contributes to the broadening of the spectrum. The instantaneous higher frequency
generation due to the dynamics of the plasma can be added to the instantaneous frequency
(Equation 1-15):
𝜔(𝑡) =

𝜕𝛷
𝜕𝑡

~ 𝜔𝑜 −

𝑛2 𝜔𝑜
𝑐

𝑧

𝜕𝐼(𝑟,𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

𝜔𝑜

+ 2𝑛

𝑜 𝜌𝑐

𝑧
𝑐

𝜕𝜌(𝑟,𝑡)
𝜕𝑡

(1-16)

Other than these basic mechanisms for spectral broadening, several studies have been
conducted to further enhance supercontinuum generation by controlling the initial parameter
[57], elliptical polarization [58], spatial chirp [59] and seed pulses [60] to the filament.
1.2.6

THz Generation

In addition to the spectral broadening into higher and lower frequencies by the nonlinear
phase propagation, THz pulses are generated from the plasma channel. The radial gradient of the
laser intensity generates the pondermotive force acting on the ionized electrons of the plasma
leading to THz generation [61, 62, 63]. The applications using THz is explained in Section 1.3.
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1.2.7

Robustness

Filamentation has gained attraction from its robust propagation and its ability to reform
after interacting with microscopic obstacles. This process of self-healing [50, 64] is intrinsic to
the energy reservoir of the filament where the most of the energy is embedded in. Even if the
core of the filament is completely blocked by an obstacle, the filament will heal back to its
original shape as long as the energy reservoir has enough energy to induce Kerr self-focusing
[65, 66]. However, as it can be seen from Figure 1.6, when the pinhole size that blocks the
energy reservoir decreases, the length of the filament decreases, leading to the termination of the
filament [48]. This is due to the energy leakage from the diffraction of energy, caused by the
pinholes, at the edge of the energy reservoir.
1.2.8 Long Propagation
The ultrashort pulse with the clamped intensity minimizes the energy loss of the
propagating beam by allowing minimum amount of energy for MPA to enable the dynamic
balance between Kerr self-focusing and plasma defocusing. This allows the filament to
propagate for long distances as a diffraction free self-channeled structure. Long propagation of
high intensity filament (>1012 W/cm2) has been demonstrated over kilometric distances [1, 67].
1.3

Applications of Filaments

The ability of filaments to propagate over long distances as a diffraction free selfchanneled structure, has led to a wide range of applications. The propagation of high intensity
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beams to remote targets and generation of white-light continuum have attracted the remote
sensing community while the formation of long plasma channels has triggered new ideas for
microwave and discharge guiding. This section discusses some of the most actively researched
filament applications.
1.3.1

Remote Sensing

Two unique characteristics of filaments stand out for remote sensing applications. The
ability of propagating as a diffraction free high intensity beam over long distances could be used
as the source for LIBS while white-light emission could be used as an ideal source for absorption
LIDAR [58, 68-71].
1.3.1.1 Filament Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (FIBS)
Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) uses the intense laser pulse on a target
surface to generate plasma. This plasma contains the ablated mass in the form of positive and
negative ions. The excited particles then relax to their ground state resulting in photon emissions
that can be used as atomic finger prints to identify elemental composition of the target. The high
intensity (~5x1013 W/cm2) self-channeled beam can ablate the surface of far distance targets that
might not be reached by nanosecond-lasers. Nanosecond-lasers have to overcome diffraction as
well as inverse Bremsstrahlung for remote sensing using LIBS. However, femtosecond filaments
can propagate over long distances and avoid major energy loss in plasma-laser interaction. In
addition, femto-LIBS have lower plasma temperature than that of the nano-LIBS, resulting in
negligible nitrogen and oxygen emission from excited ambient air [72, 73, 74]. Standoff FIBS on
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copper and steel at a distance of 90 m and on aluminum at a distance of 180 m have been
demonstrated [73, 75, 76].
1.3.1.2 Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR)
Supercontinuum generation of a filament is an ideal white light source for absorption
LIDAR to detect pollutants in atmosphere [77]. Humidity and temperature of the atmosphere
can be calculated from the magnitude of water vapor lines (humidity dependent) and the width of
the oxygen lines (temperature dependent) [78]. Compared to the conventional LIDAR, which
requires wavelength scanning, the filament based LIDAR has a broadband source that enables a
single-shot acquisition for the entire spectrum range of ~ 220 nm to 4.5 μm [79, 80]. In addition
to the broad spectral range, a strong backward emission of the spectrum was also observed [81],
which is extremely advantageous for absorption LIDAR. The absorption spectrum of the rovibrational molecular oxygen and ro-vibrational H2O were measured using filament based
LIDAR technique [77, 82]. Near-infrared LIDAR at an altitude of 4 km [2] and white-light
LIDAR at 100TW power level [83] were demonstrated with a filament used as a light source.
1.3.1.3 THz Generation and Sensing
Filamentaion can generate partially directional THz spectrum ranging from 1 to 20 THz [84-86].
This broad THz range of the spectrum is where the fingerprint of organic compounds can be
detected. Therefore filament in air can be used to detect and characterize chemical compounds
such as contraband drugs and explosives [87-89].
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1.3.2

Guiding

The self-channeled plasma structure of the filament can be used as a virtual waveguide to
guide microwaves or discharges. In this section, proposed guiding application of the selfchanneled plasma structure of the filament will be discussed.
1.3.2.1 Guiding Microwaves
The self-channeled plasma structure can be used to guide microwaves [90- 92]. Using the
property of a waveguide, multiple plasma channels can form a plane that can reflect the
frequencies below the plasma frequency. Therefore microwave radiations with frequencies
below 30 GHz, can be guided through the laser filament based waveguide in a similar way of
light travelling through an optical fiber. Another proposed idea of microwave guiding is virtual
hyperbolic metamaterials (VHMMs). Plasma channels from the filament can be engineered to
form a compact periodic structure that can manipulate radar signals [93]. The proposed design of
the VHMMs show that they are suitable for collimation and redirection of microwave beams.
The challenge is generating the desired structure of multiple filaments as well as maintaining the
plasma channel spatially and temporally.
1.3.2.2 Guiding Discharges
The plasma density of a free propagating filament is ~ 4.5 x 1014 cm-3 [36] while the
required free electron to initiate lightning in the atmosphere is ~ 5 x 1011 cm-3 [94]. Several
research groups have worked with filaments to play the role of a bridge between two highly
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charged electrodes [95, 96]. In a large scale, the filament could be used to build an apparatus to
safely guide lightning from cloud to earth in a pre-existing lightning condition [97, 98]. One of
the main challenges to overcome in the cloud to earth lightening guiding is to generate and
maintain sufficient length of plasma channel.
1.3.3

Climate Control

Several studies have been conducted to understand the impact of filaments on aerosols.
These include studies on water condensation [99, 100], air-flow motion [101], aerosol formation
[102], aerosol explosion [103, 104], and further leading to climate engineering [105]. The
aerosol interaction with the filament creates turbulence [101] and different particle sizes [103,
104] that may play a role of cloud seeding and even generate snow [106, 107]. There are
sufficient evidences that lead to laser-induced condensation/precipitation. However, the
fundamental mechanisms behind it are not well understood.
1.3.3.1 Cloud Seeding
Several groups have observed filament-induced water condensation that could be used for
cloud seeding [108-110]. The proposed theory behind this phenomenon is induced binary H2OHNO3 nucleation due to the photo-oxidative chemistry of nitrogen with water molecules. Ju et al.
have performed large-scale water condensation by laser filaments and found the evidence of
HNO3 from laser-assisted condensation [111].
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1.3.3.2 Snow Generation
In a similar way to cloud seeding, filament-induced snow formation has also been
demonstrated [111, 106]. Ju et al. have discovered that the snow formation was only visible for
shorter external focusing conditions (f = 20 and 30 cm), while only water condensation was
observed for longer focusing conditions (f = 50 and 80 cm) [112]. Leisner et al. have conducted
an experiment in a cloud simulation chamber with a volume of 84.5 m3 [113]. They have
discovered that the laser interaction with ice clouds increases the concentration of ice particles by
factor of 100 from the initial concentration. In addition to this, the newly detected ice particles
grew in size to few tens of micrometers. The effect was only observed when the temperature was
below -37 oC, the relative humidity is above unity with respect to ice, and when the preexisting
ice particles are present.
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2

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES

The study of laser filamentation and its propagation under adverse atmospheric
conditions requires the control of the laser conditions as well as the propagation medium. In
order to conduct such a controlled study on the mutual influence of the filament and its
environment on one another, a high power ultrafast laser and a controllable atmospheric chamber
were used.
This chapter provides an overview of the laser source used for filament generation as well
as the full design and characteristics of the atmospheric chamber and its suite of diagnostics.
2.1

Multi-Terawatt Femtosecond Laser

The Multi-Terawatt Femtosecond Laser (MTFL) developed at the Laser Plasma
Laboratory (LPL) uses Ti:sapphire crystals as gain medium with the chirped pulse amplification
(CPA) method to amplify the energy of the 50 fs pulses [114] up to 230 mJ at 10 Hz . This
system begins with a CW 532 nm laser (Spectra-Physics Millenia V) that pumps an Ti:sapphirebased oscillator (Spectra-Physics Tsunami) as shown in Figure 2.1. The oscillator is passively
mode-locked by Kerr-lens mode-locking while an acousto-optic modulator ensures modelocking at laser start-up. The oscillator then outputs 35 fs laser pulses at a rate of 73 MHz with a
spectrum centered at 800 nm.
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Figure 2.1: Schematics of MTFL

The pulse train from the oscillator is temporally stretched to ~450 ps using a Martinez
grating stretcher to reduce the pulse power for the amplification process. The stretched pulse
then passes through an acousto-optic programmable dispersive filter (AOPDF) (Fastlite,
DAZZLER) which modulates the amplitude of the laser pulses in the frequency domain. After
passing through the DAZZLER and a Faraday isolator to stop any back reflections, the modified
pulse train is used as a seed for a regenerative amplifier. The regenerative amplifier uses
Ti:sapphire as a gain medium and is pumped by a 1kHz 20W laser pulsed at 1 kHz and centered
at 527 nm (Spectra-Physics Evolution-30). The Z-shaped cavity with in the regenerative
amplifier includes two Pockels cells before the two high reflecting cavity mirrors. The Pockels
cells allow the seed pulse to enter and exit the cavity after ~30 roundtrips resulting in 1.3 mJ of
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output energy. After the regenerative amplifier, the pulse is sent through a pulse picker to reduce
the repetition rate to 10 Hz and then is preamplified in a 3-pass bowtie-design Ti:sapphire
amplifier. The pump of the amplifier delivers pulses at 10Hz with 750 mJ centered at 520 nm
(Spectra-Physics Quanta-ray Pro290) delivered to both sides of the Ti:sapphire amplifier crystal.
The output beam from 3 passes in the pre-amplifier is 130 mJ. The amplified beam experiences a
final amplification in a Ti:sapphire crystal pumped by 2J pulses centered at 532 nm (Continuum
Powerlite DLS). After a single pass from this final amplifier, the pulses (350 mJ) are then sent
through a Tracey grating compressor to compress the pulses to ~50 fs. The system delivers ~ 50
fs pulses with 230 mJ energy at 10Hz.
2.2

Chamber for Laser Propagation Through Aerosol Medium (CLaPTAM)

As filaments propagate, they encounter pressure and temperature changes due to the
change in altitudes or different landscapes. Figure 2.2 (a) shows the temperature and pressure of
earth’s atmosphere for altitudes from 0 to 120 km above sea-level. The clouds are spread
throughout the earth atmosphere; however, most are present up to 5.5 km above sea level. The
temperature and the pressure at this altitude are -20 OC and 0.5 atm respectively. To simulate the
propagation of laser filament in such conditions (from ground to ~ 5.5 km above sea level), the
Chamber for Laser Propagation Through Aerosol Medium (CLaPTAM) was built.
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Figure 2.2: Earth’s atmosphere (Source: Encyclopedia Britannica, Inc.[149])

2.2.1

Schematics of CLaPTAM

The customized chamber (built by A&N Corporation) is composed of three identical
segments that can be used alone as 70 inches (1.78 m) of propagation or they can be joined
together to give a maximum propagation length of 210 inches (5.33 m). The outer diameter of
the chamber is 20 inches (50 cm) as shown in Figure 2.3. Each of the individual chambers has
total of 10 viewing windows (5 windows on each side) with 4 inches (100 cm) of clear aperture.
The chamber also has 10 ports (QF 40-150-SF) per individual segments for connection purposes.
The 10 ports are used for, but not limited to:
1. Pump connection
2. Condensing unit inlet/outlet
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3. Aerosol generator
4. Thermometer
5. Pressure Gauge
6. Humidity sensor
7. Fan
8. Power
9. Cleaning/drying pipeline
10. USB/trigger cable

Figure 2.3: Schematics of one segment of CLaPTAM

2.2.2

Condensing Unit

Each of the individual chambers has its own condensing unit to regulate the temperature.
These customized condensing units (Scientemp Corporation) use R404A as the refrigerant and is
able to cool each 12 ft3 (0.32 m3) chamber to -20 oC. The compressed refrigerant from the pump
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is directed into the chamber through one of the QF 40-150-SF ports to the evaporator where the
heat exchange from the chamber to the refrigerant takes place. The warm refrigerant then is
directed out of the chamber using the same port to the heat sink that is cooled by fanned air. This
circulation continues until the temperature inside the chamber has reached the desired value.
Three fans are positioned inside the chamber to help homogenizing temperature in the chamber.
Figure 2.4 shows the change in the temperature of the CLaPTAM as the condensing units are on.
It takes about 3 hours to cool down from room temperature of 21 oC to 0 oC about 10 hours for
the chamber to be cooled down to -10 oC.

Figure 2.4: Change in temperature of CLaPTAM with respect to time.
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2.2.3

Aerosol Generator

A cloud is composed of multiple aerosols with its size varying from 1μm to 120 μm [115,
116]. To mimic condensed aerosol media in the atmosphere such as fogs and clouds, CLaPTAM
is equipped with a multiple aerosol generator. The multiple aerosol generator (Koolfog) produces
20 μm diameter droplets at a rate of 0.5 gallon per minute. In order to fill the chamber uniformly
along the propagation axis, the main outlet of the multiple aerosol generator was divided into 6
evenly spaced outlets along the chamber. The fans mentioned previously distribute the aerosols
uniformly along the entire length of the chamber.
2.2.4 Filament Beam Profiler

Figure 2.5: Schematics of multiple wedge grazing incidence filament beam profiler.
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The grazing incidence filament beam profiler shown in Figure 2.5 was developed in the
Laser & Plasma Laboratory by Khan Lim [114]. In order to save the optics from damaging due
to the high intensity of the filament, the first 2” wedges have an angle of incidence (AOI) set to
~83o to distribute the filament profile over a large area (8.2 time greater than initial area of the
beam). The reflected beam (36 % for P-polarized light) from the first wedge was then sent to a
second 2” wedge also set to ~83o. The reflected beam from the second wedge then goes through
the next two 1” wedges at 65o of incidence angle that are ~ 1 % reflective. The beam was then
sent to a fifth wedge at 45 o (~ 1 % reflectivity) through a 100 mm focusing lens to provide a 1:1
image of the filament profile onto a CCD camera (The Imaging Source DMK72BUC02). Neutral
density filters were used to prevent the saturation of the CCD camera.
The grazing incidence filament beam profiler was fixed on a moving rail to measure the
filament profile along its propagation inside the chamber (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6: Grazing incidence filament beam profiler on the rail inside CLaPTAM

2.2.5

Particle Size Analyzer

A Particle size analyzer (Malvern Spraytec) was installed to understand the propagating
medium as well as to analyze the effect of the laser filament on the propagating aerosol medium
after the interaction. The particle size analyzer uses laser diffraction to measure the size
distribution of multiple aerosols from the scattered light. The particle size analyzer unit contains
a transmitter module and receiver module. The transmitter module is a He-Ne laser with its
maximum output power of 4 mW while the receiver module is a 36 element log-spaced array.
The He-Ne laser beam is scattered as it passes through the analyzed particles as illustrated in
Figure 2.7. The scattering angle of the beam is relatively larger for smaller particles than for the
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larger particles. The receiver module analyzes the scattering pattern to provide the size
distribution of the particles.

Figure 2.7: Basic principal of laser diffraction particle size analyzers.

Unlike the other particle size analyzers, the sample location of the particle size analyzer is
in open air where the filament interaction with aerosols could take place. This allows a
measurement of the propagation medium before and after the interaction with a laser filament.
2.3

Single Droplet Generator

In order to understand the filament propagation through concentrated aerosols such as
clouds and fogs, it is important to first understand the fundamentals of filament-droplet
interaction. Therefore, a piezo-electric drop-on-demand droplet dispenser (MicroFab) was used
to study a single droplet interaction with a single filament. This droplet dispenser system
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contains a pressure regulator, an electrical signal generator and a piezo-electric dispenser tip
Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Schematics of droplet dispenser.

The droplet generator can be synchronized with the laser. The size of the droplet can be
varied by changing pressure, input electrical pulse, and orifice diameter. Figure 2.9 shows an
example of changing the droplet size by varying the input pressure to the droplet dispenser.
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Figure 2.9: Droplet generation of (a) 75 μm (b) 40 μm droplet

The reproducibility of the droplet generator was measured using a microscope objective
lens over 30 measurements. Changes in the size of the droplet (∆a), radial positioning (∆y), and
propagation axis positioning (∆z) respect to the size of the droplet (50 μm) was measured to be
∆a/a < 0.03, ∆y/a < 0.05, ∆z/a < 0.03 (Figure 2.10). Therefore, the size and the positioning of
the aerosols were highly reproducible compare to the dimensions of the filament (~ 100 μm core,
~ 80 nm in length)
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Figure 2.10: Schematic of a droplet interacting with filament.
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3

INTERACTION OF A FILAMENT WITH AEROSOLS

The interaction of laser filaments with aerosols has been a subject of interest since the
discovery of filamentation [7, 66, 117-120]. Current studies include the impact of filaments on
aerosols such as water condensation [99, 100], air-flow motion [101], aerosol formation [102],
aerosol explosion [103, 104, 121], and climate engineering [105]. In this chapter, the fundamentals
of the interaction between a single filament and a single aerosol will be discussed.
3.1

Previous Studies

The transmission of laser beams through fogs and clouds is one of the main concerns for
laser propagation through the atmosphere. In order to understand the effect of concentrated
aerosols on the filament propagation as well as the effect of the filament on the propagation
medium, the fundamentals of filament-aerosol interaction need to be understood.
The survival of a filament as it interacts with 50 and 95 μm diameter droplets was studied
by Courvoisier et al. [49]. They positioned the droplets at the core of a filament and at the
longitudinal location of 1m from the filament start location. Their results show that the filament
was unaffected by the droplet and there was only a minor loss of energy in the beam (40 μJ). In
addition, to effectively obstruct the core of the filament, black ink was added to the droplet.
However, there was no significant difference between the transparent (pure water) and the
absorbing (water with black ink) droplets. These findings show that blocking the core of the
filament using an obstacle has negligible impact on the filament propagation, which strongly
supports the replenishment of the filament by the surrounding energy reservoir. To evaluate the
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filament survival limits, the effect of aerosol concentration was examined by the same group. They
sent filament through an open chamber (35 cm long) with the droplet concentration ranging from
0 to 6x 1015 cm-3 with a droplet mean diameter of 4 μm and measured the transmitted energy. No
significant changes in the length of the filament was visible up to the cloud optical thickness τ [τ
= ln(1/T), where T is the transmission of HeNe] of 1.2 (105 droplets/cm3) and the filament stopped
propagating for an optical thickness of 3.2 (4 x 105 droplets/cm3), due to the elastic scattering
losses caused by the droplets on the energy reservoir.
The impact of ultrafast lasers and filaments on the droplet has been studied by several
research groups [103, 104, 121, 122]. During the interaction of a laser with a droplet, light can be
focused within the droplet, inducing an internal plasma if the irradiance is large enough. This
plasma can lead to the deformation and even the fragmentation of the droplet as demonstrated by
Efimenko et al. [104]. However, our group has shown the plasma generation at the front surface
of the droplet as the laser filament interacts with the droplet [122]. The difference between these
two results will be discussed in Section 3.4.
In many of the studies, the initial characterization of the filament was not provided.
Moreover, no studies have examined the implication of the droplet position with respect to the
filament in both radial and propagation axis on the filament characteristics. Early time (within 50
ns after the interaction) measurements of the droplet explosion can provide information on the
amount of energy dissipated by the filament in the droplet by analyzing the shockwave produced
by this interaction. The influence of the droplet on the filament at different spatial locations relative
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to the filament will provide information on the survival of the filament with respect to its spatial
energy distribution.
3.2

Energy Deposition within the Droplet

Previous studies have suggested that as the filament interacts with a single droplet, it
suffers a minor energy loss and has negligible impact on its propagation (Section 3.1). During
this interaction, the droplet explodes and ultimately results in the formation of sub-micrometric
droplets or nano-aerosols. A sudden energy deposition in a medium induces a strong explosion
resulting in a flow of a pressure wave, also known as a shockwave, that propagate through the
medium starting from the location where the energy is released [123]. To quantitatively measure
and understand the underlying physical mechanisms behind the energy loss, the shockwave
expansion from the front-surface plasma created on the droplet was analyzed in the first ~ 50 ns.
3.2.1

Sedov-Taylor Analysis of Shockwave

When an ultrashort laser pulse with high intensity is focused on the surface of a target, a
plasma is generated. The expansion of the laser-produced plasma in air (1atm) generates a strong
shock at the interface, generating a shockwave. This impact of the plasma on the ambient air acts
as a supersonic piston and this results in a discontinuity of the pressure (the density of air). Due
to the relationship between the refractive index and the density of air, a discontinuity in
refractive index is evident and it can be used to image shockwave fronts [124, 125].
Shockwaves have been observed during the filament interaction with solids, liquids, and
gases [126-128]. Assuming that the release of the energy is an instantaneous point source, the
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spatial distribution of the flow variables are in a same form in time (self-similar flow). The radial
expansion of the shockwaves with respect to time can be fitted by the Sedov-Taylor equation and
be used to solve the solutions to the self-similar problem and thus extract the laser energy
deposited on the target sample [64, 129, 130]. The Sedov-Taylor blast wave equation for
spherical shockwave expansion in free space is expressed as [131, 132]:
1

𝑅=

𝐸 5 2
𝐴 (𝜌 ) 𝑡 5

(3-1)

where R is the radial expansion (m), A is a constant close to 1 [123], E is the initial energy (J)
released as the cause for the shockwave, ρ is the density (kg/m3) of the propagation medium and
t is the time (s). A time varying radial shockwave expansion with its initial energy of 1, 2, and 5
joules is demonstrated in Figure 3.1. The speed of the radial expansion (Figure 3.1) of the
shockwave decreases as the time increases (speed α t-3/5). Measuring the radial expansion of the
shockwave at different times can be used to derive the initial energy that is responsible for the
shockwave generation.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Radial expansion and (b) speed of a shockwave in air with initial energy of 1
(black), 2 (blue), 5 (red) J.

3.2.2

Shadowgraph Technique

Picosecond multichannel interferometry and shadowgraph technique have been used to
image temporal evolution of plasmas as well as shockwaves generated form laser induced
plasmas [56, 64, 133, 134]. In this thesis, shadowgraph technique is used to image shockwaves
generated from the filament-aerosol interaction.
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Figure 3.2: A schematic of shadowgraph imaging system.

The shadowgraph technique is an optical method to capture the variations in a transparent
medium. Just like an ordinary imaging system, shadowgraph imaging system consists of a light
source, a medium and an imaging source. However, to capture a fast moving flow, like a
shockwaves, an ultrafast laser pulse can be used as a light source. The pulse width of the light
source (laser pulse) determines the temporal resolution of the images if it is shorter than the gate
width of the imaging source. Therefore, by using a 50 fs laser pulses from MTFL (Section 2.1),
50 fs temporal resolution is achieved.
As the laser pulse propagates through the medium with a different refractive index, the
laser beam is deflected from its original path to the image plane (Figure 3.2). The deflection of
the initial beam will result in the absence of the light rays entering the pixel arrays of the
detector. This localized change in the intensity of the laser pulse visualizes the outline of the
change in refractive index of the medium as bright and dark lines.
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Figure 3.3 shows an example of a shadowgraph image from the interaction of a laser
induced filament (2.2 mJ, 50 fs, 800 nm, 1.2 m external focusing) with a water droplet, taken at
10 ns delay. The droplet, plasma and the outlines of the created shockwave are clearly visible.

Figure 3.3: Example of a shadowgraph image of shockwaves created during the interaction of a
water droplet with a filament (2.2 mJ, 50 fs, 800 nm, and 1.2 m external focusing), taken at 10 ns
delay

3.2.3

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup of the shadowgraph imaging system is shown in Figure 3.4. 4 mJ,
50 fs, 800 nm pulses at 10 Hz were used from the output of the MTFL (section 2.1). The pulse
was split by 90%/10% with a non-polarizing beam splitter to generate the filament and the probe
beam for the shadowgraph imaging system, respectively. The probe beam (0.4 mJ) was first sent
to a fine precision delay stage (14 ns range with 100 ps mechanical resolution). The beam was
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frequency doubled by a BBO crystal in order to transmit the probe beam but block the scattered
800nm light at the CCD equipped with a 400 nm interference filter. The frequency-doubled
beam was then sent to the coarse resolution delay stage with 42 ns range and 14 ns increments.
The shadowgraph image of the droplet was imaged onto the CCD by illuminating it with the
delayed probe beam. A 1.2 m focusing lens was used to induce filamentation of the pump beam
(2.2 mJ after the light valve), to interact with the single droplet generated by a piezoelectric
droplet generator (see Section 2.3).

Figure 3.4: Experimental setup of shadowgraph imaging system for droplet explosion
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The droplet generator was positioned on a xyz translation stage where the dispenser tip of
the droplet generator can be precisely positioned on top of the filament (Figure 3.5). A 48 μm
diameter droplet was generated and placed at the core of the filament in the middle of its
propagation.

Figure 3.5: Experimental setup of the droplet generator positioned on top of the filament using
xyz linear translation stage.

3.2.4

Measurement of the Energy Dissipated During the Interaction

The amount of dissipated laser energy during the filament-aerosol interaction produces
the plasma that generates a shockwave in air traveling normal to the surface of the droplet in the
opposite direction with respect to the laser pulse. The shockwave generated during the filamentaerosol interaction is used to measure the dissipated laser energy to the droplet.
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The radial expansion of the shockwave was measured from shadowgraph images taken at
different delays and fitted against the Sedov-Taylor equation (Equation 3-1) to derive the
dissipated energy of the filament in the droplet (Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: (a) Simulation of Sedov-Taylor equation shown on images taken at delays 2, 5, 15
and 21.5 ns (b) Radial expansion of the shockwave generated in filament-droplet interaction with
respect to time.

For statistical analysis, thirty images of the shockwaves were taken at each delay. The
calculated energy loss during the interaction was found to be 41 ± 8 μJ.
The initial filament beam profile was measured prior to its interaction with droplets to
understand how much of the energy is encompassed within the area of the interaction. The
grazing incidence filament beam profiler (Section 2.2.4, Figure 2.5) was used along the
propagation axis of the filament. The laser pulses (2.2 mJ, 50 fs) were focused by a 1.2 m focal
length lens to generate a single filament. The peak fluence as well as the spatial extent (FWHM)
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of the core of the filament were measured throughout the propagation and are shown in Figure
3.7. A sudden decrease in the spatial extent of the laser beam occurs at position ~ 80 mm before
the focal plane (at 1.2m). This sudden decrease is due to the Kerr self-focusing of the beam and
can be described as the collapse location of the filament. As the size of the beam decreases, the
intensity of the beam increases. The CCD camera was calibrated in energy by measuring the
response of the pixel counts with respect to a known input energy. Since the temporal profile of
the filament changes during its propagation (Section 1.2.5) the pulse width is unknown.
Therefore the calibrated peak energy value of the filament is given as peak fluence (J/cm2). The
region of interest where the filament-droplet interaction takes place throughout this chapter
ranges from -100 mm to 20 mm from the geometrical focus.

Figure 3.7: Measurement of the filament profile along the propagation axis.
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The initial fluence of the beam propagating in free air was measured to be 54 ± 4 μJ for
48 μm diameter disk at the propagating location of droplet-aerosol interaction (Figure 3.8). Since
the absorption coefficient of water is 0.02 cm-1 at 800 nm, the energy lost due to linear
absorption of 48 μm water is 0.01% [135]. Therefore it can be concluded that most of the energy
within the filament core that is intercepted by the droplet has been consumed by plasma
generation (76 % ± 15%). The rest of the energy is either scattered or transmitted.

Figure 3.8: Filament beam profile at the propagation axis where droplet interaction takes place
(red dotted lines indicate the size of the droplet)

To see the impact of the initial laser energy on the amount of energy dissipated in the
droplet, the initial laser input energy of .5, 1.0, 1.6, and 2 mJ was used to interact with the
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droplet. The radial expansion of the shockwave was measured at a given delay (t = 31 ns). For
the initial input energy of 0.5, 1.0, 1.6, and 2 mJ, the radial expansions of the shockwave were
105 ± 2, 106 ± 2, 106 ± 2, and 105 ± 2 μm respectively. This indicates that the peak intensity of
the filament core that is interacting with the droplet doesn’t change with the initial laser energy,
verifying the phenomenon of intensity clamping (see Section 1.2.2).
3.3

Effect of the Droplet on the Filament

Multi-photon is one of the major causes of energy loss for a filament propagating in clean
air. When diffraction overcomes Kerr self-focusing to the point that there is not enough energy
left in the photon bath to maintain the balance, the filament is terminated as the beam diverges.
This is called in this work the “filament end location”. However, in the presence of aerosols,
most of the energy that is interacting with the droplet is dissipated in the plasma generation on
and in the droplet. The following section will discuss the changes in the characteristics of the
filament, such as start and end points, due to the interaction with an aerosol.
The nitrogen emission was used as the proxy for the existence of a filament (see Section
1.2.4). The SLR camera was replaced with an ICCD to minimize the intake of the background
noise by having a short gate width that only opens during the filament formation. The ICCD was
used to image the nitrogen emission (200 accumulations at 5 μs gate width) from the side in the
experimental setup discussed in Section 3.2.3 (see Figure 3.5). For this experiment the droplet
location was varied along the propagation axis from – 90 to 0 mm relative to the linear focal
plane with a step size of 10 mm. The images of the nitrogen emission from the filament, as the
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droplet is positioned along the propagation axis, are shown in Figure 3.9 where the symbol ‘X’
indicates the location of the droplet.

Figure 3.9: Nitrogen emission images from the filament as the droplet is moved along the
propagation axis. The symbol X represents the droplet location.

As the droplet interacts with the filament along the propagation axis, three different
regimes of modifications of the filament were observed (Figure 3.9): (i) a shift in collapse
location when the droplet was positioned prior to the initial self- focusing location without the
droplet (-80 mm), (ii) filament reformation for the droplet location from -70 to -30 mm, and (iii)
filament disruption when the droplet was positioned near the geometrical focal plane (-20 to 0
mm).
The energy loss during the interaction of the filament with droplet (41 ± 8 μJ, Section
3.2.4) is the primary reason for the observed changes. From previous studies, the role of the
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energy reservoir on the reformation of the filament after interacting with an obstacle is well
understood [49, 64, 66]. However, the influence of the location of this interaction on the
characteristics of the filament has not yet been studied. To understand the effect of the energy
loss on the shift in the collapse and end locations, numerical simulations based on onedimensional NLSE were performed [136].
3.3.1

Simulation Results

The initial parameters of the pulse for the simulation were set to 0.73 mJ energy, 50 fs
duration, 800 nm central wavelength, 5 mm in diameter on a Gaussian profile focused by a 1.2 m
positive lens. For the simulation energy, a reduction factor of 3 was used [136]. Since most of the
filament energy that is interacting with a droplet is lost, a Gaussian gradual mask with 50 μm
width at 1/e was used in place of a droplet to simplify the simulation (Figure 3.10). Gaussian
gradual mask was chosen over a binary mask to minimize any instability in the simulation by
minimizing numerical discontinuities.
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Figure 3.10: Gaussian gradual mask with 50 μm width at 1/e

The simulation results showed that a free propagating filament of ~ 270 μm (FWHM)
was formed at a location of 80 mm prior to the linear focal plane. The Gaussian gradual mask
was positioned along the propagation axis from -130 mm to -20 mm from the linear focal plane
with 10 mm increments. Figure 3.11 (a) and (b) compare the filament beam profile with and
without the droplet at -130 mm, confirming the filament energy loss with in the interaction
region. The ring shaped filament profile at this point in space still has enough power to induce
Kerr self-focusing recovering its initial shape further down propagation (Figure 3.11c and d).
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Figure 3.11 Beam profile of the laser at (a) -130 mm without the Gaussian gradual mask, (b) 130 mm with the mask, reforming at (c)-111mm and (d) -66 mm from the linear focal plane.

Simulation and experimental results were compared to understand the effect of the energy
loss from the droplet-filament interaction on the shift in collapse and end location of the
filament. The shift (normalized to the maximum shift to compare the trend) in the collapse
location of the filament with respect to the droplet location along the propagation axis is shown
in Figure 3.12 (b). The change in collapse location is definitely visible for both simulation and
experimental results where the droplet is located prior to the reference collapse location (without
the droplet). A gradual decrease in the shift of the collapse was visible as the droplet was
positioned even farther away (-130 ~ -90 mm) from the linear focus. Figure 3.12 (b) shows the
experimental and simulated shifts in the collapse location are in agreement with each other. It
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also confirms that as the filament energy loss in interaction with the droplet increases, the shift in
collapse and end locations also increases.
The shift in the end location was normalized to the maximum shift as well to compare the
trend between the experimental and simulation data and was plotted for both experimental and
numerical values. Unlike the shift in the collapse location, the shift in the end location was
visible for any droplet location as it is shown in Figure 3.12 (c). The energy loss was calculated
by dividing the energy after the droplet by the initial energy. Therefore the energy loss is the sum
of the energy loss from the filament-droplet interaction and from the different intrinsic loss
channels in filamentation. The simulation clearly reproduces the behavior obtained from the
experiment and the normalized energy loss also follows the experimental and simulation shifts.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Nitrogen emission from the filament with arrows indicating the shifts in collapse
and end location. Simulation (circle) and experimental (star) values of the shift in (b) collapse
location and (c) end location of the filament. Simulated values of the energy loss (square) at the
interaction are shown for both (b) and (c)

3.3.2

Filament Obstruction by an Off-Axis Droplet

To understand the influence of the droplet position along the radial profile of the
filament, the 50 μm diameter droplet was fixed on a plane 20 mm after the filament collapse
point and then was precisely positioned at 0 to 60 μm, with respect to the propagation axis, on
the radial axis.
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As the droplet is located at the center of the filament core, the energy loss during the
interaction is the greatest since the center of the filament core carries the peak intensity. This
stops the filament temporally as shown in Figure 3.13.However, since the energy reservoir has
enough power to induce Kerr self-focusing to overcome the diffraction, the filament re-collapses
around -40 mm from focal plane.

Figure 3.13: Nitrogen emission of filament as the droplet is positioned along the radial axis of
the filament
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As shown in Figure 3.13 the discontinuity in the filament shortens as the droplet is
positioned away from the center of the filament core. When the droplet is located at the center of
the filament, the filament discontinues right after the droplet. However, as the droplet is
positioned away from the center, the filament survives until the discontinuity takes place. The
filament then regains its initial profile down the path where re-collapse takes place.
The energy loss during the filament-droplet interaction can be measured using the SedovTaylor equation (see Section 3.2.1).The energy dissipation of the filament on to the droplet is
proportional to R5, where R is the radial expansion of the shockwave. To study the energy
dissipation along the radial axis of the filament, the expansion of the shockwave generated on the
droplet at a fixed delay of 10 ns is shown in Figure 3.14. As the droplet is positioned away from
the core of the filament, the radial expansion of the shockwave decreased indicating a smaller
amount of energy loss.
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Figure 3.14: Shadowgraph images of shockwaves as the droplet is located along the radial axis
of the filament. The values indicate the distance from the center of the filament core

3.4

Effects of an Ultrafast Laser Pulse on a Single Water Droplet

As the laser filament interacts with a single droplet, sequence of complex processes occur
(Figure 3.15). At very early times, the leading edge of the pulse with intensity lower than the
ionization threshold of water refracts at the surface of the droplet and gets focused inside (Figure
3.16). As the intensity of the pulse increases in time, it overcomes the ionization threshold of the
water surface, creating a plasma at the front surface of the droplet (see Section 3.2.4). The
amount of dissipated laser energy to produce the plasma generates a shockwave in air traveling
normal to the surface of the droplet in the opposite direction with respect to the laser pulse.
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However, the refracted leading edge of the laser propagates and focuses inside the droplet
towards the back surface, generating plasma.

Figure 3.15: A complex sequence of laser filament interacts with a single droplet.
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A Ray tracing was performed to understand the geometric beam path of the transmitted
laser pulse (leading edge). The micro-sized water droplet can be compared to a spherical lens
with a refractive index of 1.3. To simplify the calculation, a Gaussian profile (100 μm FWHM, 1
W/cm2) was used. The diameter of the droplet was also set to be 100 μm with the refractive
index of 1.3. The path of the laser as it interacts with the water droplet is shown in Figure 3.16.
Transmission and reflection coefficients are taken into account for both front and back surface of
the droplet. As the light propagates through the water droplet, a strong focusing at the back of the
droplet was visible.

Figure 3.16: Geometric ray tracing of a CW beam propagating through a 100 μm diameter
water droplet.
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3.4.1

Internal Plasma Generation

Figure 3.17: Shadowgraph image of a single droplet interaction with a single filament with low
contrast

Figure 3.17 shows the plasma generation from two different sources. A portion of the
leading edge of the pulse (below plasma threshold) is transmitted within the droplet where it is
focused to a geometrical focus as described in Section 3.4. The remaining of the pulse is then
blocked at the surface to form the surface plasma as described in previous sections. This results
in plasma and shockwave generation at the front surface of the droplet (Figure 3.17). To support
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the idea of two plasma sources, two pulses with different initial laser energies, have been
interacted with single droplets: either with the peak laser intensity below or above the surface
plasma threshold (~10 TW/cm2 at 532 nm, 100 fs [104, 137], 18 TW/cm2 at 795 nm, 120 fs
[138]).

Figure 3.18: Shadow graph image of droplet interaction with ultrashort lasers with the initial
energy of (a) 86 μJ and (b) 2 mJ with 1.2 m external focusing

For the initial laser beam with 86 μJ (1.72 GW), which is well below the critical power,
the deformation is only visible at the back surface of the droplet (Figure 3.18 a). The peak
intensity of the pulse does not have enough intensity to ionize the front surface of the water.
However, it is focused in the droplet at the location described previously in Section 3.4,
generating a plasma. However, when the pulse interacting with the droplet has enough intensity
to ionize water at first contact, the surface plasma is induced on the first contact surface (Figure
3.18 b).
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3.4.2

Droplet Explosions

Intense vaporization of the water particles from laser-droplet interaction leads to a droplet
explosion. Depending on the initial parameters of the laser and the droplet size, the time scale for
the formation of the fragments varies. As it can be seen in Figure 3.19, the 56 μm droplet
fragments into nano-sized particles in a time scale of 5 μs.

Figure 3.19: Shadowgraph images taken at different times of a 56 μm droplet located at 15 mm
prior to the focusing plane, interacting with 100 fs laser pulses focused with a 250 mm focal
length lens with input energy of 0.78 mJ.
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3.4.3

Particle Size Distribution

As mentioned earlier in Section 1.3.3, a filament can be used to induce water
condensation. Filament induced water condensation experiments showed a growth of the droplet
sizes and a large increase in nano-sized aerosols [108, 110]. However, the fundamentals of the
filament assisted water condensation is not fully understood yet.
An experiment was conducted to understand the increase in the nano-sized aerosols. A
stream of single droplets (with a nominal diameter of 63 μm) was positioned within the
measuring field of view of the particle size analyzer. The particle distribution was centered at 60
μm with a variance of 2 μm as shown in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20: Particle size distribution of droplets before the filament-droplet interaction.
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The measured particle size distribution shows that the droplet dispenser is generating a
quasi-monodisperse train of droplets. When the filament interacts with the droplets, this
distribution is modified.
An ultrafast laser pulse with 5 mJ, 50 fs pulses at 800 nm was focused with 1.2 m
focusing optics to induce a single filament. The filament-droplet interaction fragments the
droplet into smaller aerosols with a size distribution centered at 400 nm with a variance of 100
nm.

Figure 3.21: Particle size distribution of droplets after the filament-droplet interaction.

A study by Henin et al. showed the particle generation of different sizes as the filament
interacted with humid air [110]. They have observed three different size ranges that behave
differently as they interact with the laser. For the nanoparticles with 25 nm median diameter, the
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concentration increases as relative and absolute humidity increases and decreases as the
temperature increases. For the particles in the 230-400 nm range the concentration increases with
an increase in relative humidity but the concentration decreases as temperature and absolute
humidity increases. For the particle with its diameter around 500 nm, the concentration of the
particles are no longer dependent on the temperature, relative and absolute humidity.
The observation of the nanoparticles from a single filament interaction with a single
droplet is undoubtable. However further studies are required to understand the changes in the
size distribution of the nanoparticles due to the surrounding environment for a single filament
interaction with a single droplet.
Another experiment was conducted to understand the impact of the filament on
concentrated aerosols such as clouds and fogs, the distribution of the particles generated from a
large collection of particles interacting with a filament was measured (Figure 3.22). Multiple
aerosols with a large peak distribution at 5.64 μm and a variance of 3.05 μm interacted with a
single filament. As for the case of a single droplet, sub-micro sized aerosols are created (Figure
3.22 b).
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Figure 3.22: Particle size distribution of droplets (a) before and (b) after the filament interaction
with multiple aerosols.

These nano-sized particles could coalescence with surrounding aerosols that did not
interact with the filament, resulting in the growth of the particle sizes. Several studies focusing
on the growth of the particle sizes showed that the photochemical processes from laser-aerosol
interaction were important to consider. The laser filament produces O3 and NO2 molecules from
the ionization of air, which leads to the formation of HNO3 and then H2O-HNO3 nucleation [108,
110].
Further experiments should be conducted to understand the interplay between the
fragmentations of the droplets along with the photochemical processes on the growth of the
droplets to optimize the laser-induced water condensation in air. In addition to this, the
correlation between the growth of the droplet and environmental condition (temperature,
pressure, and humidity) should be studied. Nonetheless, the fundamental study of a single
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aerosol interaction with a single laser filament mentioned in this chapter is a step towards the
complete understanding of filament interaction with multiple aerosols such as clouds and fogs.
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4

EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON FILAMENT PROPAGATION

Aerosols are not the only variable that has an impact on filament propagation in the
atmosphere. Pressure changes due to the altitude also affect the atmospheric propagation of
filaments. In this chapter, the pressure dependence of filament characteristics such as its
propagation, intensity profile and supercontinuum generation are discussed.
4.1

Previous Studies

Several studies have been made on filament propagation in adverse conditions such as
highly turbulent air [139, 140] or reduced pressures and natural rain in “atmospheric scale”
ranges [141]. Multiphoton ionization [142] and blue-shift [143] effects caused by plasma from
femtosecond pulses have been studied in low pressure conditions, also called ‘collision-less’
regime (p << 1atm). Supercontinuum generation and self-focusing have been investigated
experimentally in high-pressure regime (p > 1 atm) [54, 144] and it was observed that the
threshold for supercontinuum generation and self-focusing decreases as the pressure increases.
The pressure independence of some characteristics of filaments such as the clamping of its
intensity at the self-focusing distance have been shown [145, 146].
The dependence of start location of the filament on pressure has been studied
experimentally and numerically [147, 148]. However, the spatial profile of the filament along
propagation has never been the focus of these studies. As it was discussed in Chapter 3, most of
the energy of the filament that interacts with the droplet is lost during the filament-droplet
interaction. Therefore, by knowing the initial profile of the filament before the interaction, it is
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possible to estimate the energy loss of the filament during the filament-aerosol interaction. Thus,
the change in the filament beam profile with pressure needs to be understood to account for the
energy loss during the interaction.
4.2

Effect of Pressure on Filament Length

To investigate the effect of pressure on the characteristics of the filament propagating in
different atmospheric conditions, experiments were conducted with CLaPTAM (Section 2.2) to
measure the length, spectrum and the beam profile of the filament at different pressures.
The output of the MTFL (see Section 2.1) with 5 mJ, 50 fs pulses at 800 nm and 10 Hz
repetition rate was sent to the CLaPTAM where the pressure was controlled from 76 torr to 760
torr. The total distance between the output of MTFL and the entrance to CLaPTAM was 11 m.
The entire pathway of the laser was enclosed with 4 inch pipe tubing to minimize any turbulence
as well as for safety reasons.
A 1.2 m focusing lens was placed just prior to the entrance window of CLaPTAM to
induce a single filament. Using the grazing incidence beam profiler (see Section 2.2.4), the
filament pointing stability was measured out to be ± 200 μm. The plasma emission from the
filament was collected from the side using a standard digital SLR camera (Cannon 70D) with 30
second exposure time (i.e. accumulation of 300 single filament images), to measure the filament
length (Figure 4.1).
The relationship between the nonlinear index of refraction and pressure is as follows [147]:
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3𝜒(3)

𝑛2 = 4𝜖

2
𝑜 𝑐𝑛𝑜

× 𝑝

(4-1)

where χ(3) is the third order susceptibility of the medium (esu), ϵo is the permittivity of free space
(F/m), c is the speed of light (m/s) in vacuum, no is the linear refractive index of the medium and
p is the pressure in atm.
As the pressure decreases, the nonlinear index of refraction decreases resulting in the
increase in the critical power (Equation 1-3). Using Marburger’s equation (1-4) it is clear that an
increase in the critical power will lead to an increase in the self-focusing distance.
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Figure 4.1: Side images of the plasma emission from the filament as the pressure varied from 76
torr to 760 torr. 5 mJ of laser energy with 50 fs pulses at 800 nm was focused with 1.2 m lens.

As it can be seen in Figure 4.1, the collapse location of the filament shifts away from the
focusing lens as the pressure is decreased. This shows that as the pressure decreases, the
nonlinear index of refraction decreases, resulting in smaller influence of Kerr self-focusing onto
the propagating beam. The end location of the filament does not change with respect to the
pressure since it is restricted to the external focusing. The divergence of the linear focusing after
the focal plane is too strong for the nonlinear effects to overcome.
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The beam profile of the filament was measured along propagation at different pressures
using the grazing incidence filament beam profiler (see Section 2.2.4)

Figure 4.2: Experimental data of the filament diameter at two extreme pressures [76 (red) and
760 (blue) torr] for 1.2 m external focusing.

As it can be seen in Figure 4.2, the beam diameter is less than 0.1 mm for the longitudinal
axis from 1150 mm ~ 1210 mm for the 760 torr case while it is less than 0.1 mm from 1180 mm
~ 1210 mm for 76 torr case.
The plasma emission of the filament was also measured for 2.4 m focusing lens (NA =
1.77 x 10-3) and is shown in Figure 4.3 (b). Similar to the 1.2 m focusing condition, the length of
the filament decrease as the pressure decreases from 760 torr to 76 torr.
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Figure 4.3: Side images of the plasma emission from the filament as the pressure varied from 76
torr to 760 torr for (a) 1.2 m focusing lens (NA = 3.54 x 10-3) (b) 2.4 m focusing lens (NA = 1.77
x 10-3)

As discussed previously, the similarity in the increase in the length of the filament can be
explained by the Marburger’s equation (1-4). The increase in the pressure increases the nonlinear
index of refraction resulting in a decrease in the critical power. Therefore, the filament
propagating in higher pressure will have an earlier collapse location.
The beam profile measurements of the filament at different pressures were taken using
the grazing incidence filament beam profiler (see Section 2.2.4) at various positions along the
propagation axis for 2.4 m focusing condition.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental data of the filament diameter at two extreme pressures, 760 torr (blue)
and 76 torr (red) for 2.4 m external focusing (NA = 1.77 x 10-3)

Compare to the 1.2 m focusing lens (Figure 4.2), a greater changes in filament length and
filament beam profile were observed for different pressures. These changes in two different
focusing conditions can be explained by the transition from linear-to nonlinear-focusing regime
in filamentation. Lim et al. studied the characteristic of the filamentation influenced by the
numerical aperture used to create the filament [136]. They have shown that depending on the
numerical aperture (NA) of the focusing lens, the filament process can be dominated by the
geometrical focusing (for high NA) or by the nonlinear process (for low NA). From the
experimental data, it is clear that the laser beam with higher NA (1.2 m focusing condition)
experiences smaller nonlinear effect compare to the beam with lower NA (2.4 m focusing
condition).
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4.3

Filament Spectrum at Different Pressures

To further study the transition from geometric focusing regime to the nonlinear focusing
regime and to study the impact of pressure on the filament, spectral broadening of the filament
using different external focusing conditions (1.2 m, 2.4 m, and 5.8 m) were examined at different
pressures. To start with the geometrical focusing regime, a 1.2 m focusing lens was used to
induce filamentation in CLaPTAM with laser pulse of 5 mJ, 50 fs pulse width at 800 nm and 10
Hz repetition rate (Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Experimental setup for spectral measurement of the filament.
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Figure 4.6: Experimental measurement of post filamentation spectrum, for 1.2 m focusing
condition, with pressure changing from 200 to 760 torr.

Spectral broadening of the filament was measured as the pressure changed from 200 to
760 torr (Figure 4.6). The spectrum was collected by using Ocean Optics USB 2000
spectrometer with the fiber collecting the scattered light from a target screen located 60 cm after
the geometrical focus. As it can be seen from Figure 4.6, the change in spectral broadening is
negligible as the pressure is changed. In order to verify the negligible spectral broadening, the
spectrum of the filament calculated previously was analyzed for various pressures from 200 to
760 torr.
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Figure 4.7: Numerical simulation of the spectrum of the filament with 1.2 m focusing lens (NA =
3.54 x 10-3) at different pressures from 200 to 760 torr. Black dashed line shows the initial input
spectrum, measured right before the focusing lens.

The simulation results of the spectral broadening for the 1.2 m focusing case (Figure 4.7)
shows that the broadening of the spectrum is almost independent of pressure. The agreement
between the simulated and experimental data on the independence of spectral broadening on
pressure indicates the lack of nonlinearities. Even though the shift in the collapse location
revealed the existence of nonlinear self-focusing and its influence on the length of the plasma
with respect to the pressure, the nonlinearities was not sufficient enough to change the spectral
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characteristics of the beam. Therefore to observed greater changes in the spectral broadening of a
filament with respect to the changes in pressure, the initial NA of the beam was decreased to
transit into the nonlinear focusing regime. To allow a beam to experience more nonlinearities,
slower focusing condition (2.4 m and 5.8 m focal length) were used.
Spectral broadening was measured experimentally for 2.4 m focusing. Unlike the
previous results with 1.2 m focusing lens (Figure 4.6), a significant change in spectral
broadening was observed for different pressures (Figure 4.8). A slight change (∆λ ~ 10 nm in
red) in the broadening was visible for the pressure from 200 - 350 torr. However, there was a
significant broadening in both blue and red side of the spectrum above 350 torr, which shows a
correlation between the spectral broadening of the filament and the pressure of the medium.
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Figure 4.8: Experimental data of spectral broadening of a filament for 2.4 m focusing condition
(NA = 1.77 x 10-3) for pressure from 200 to 760 torr.

Figure 4.9 (b) shows the numerical simulations of the spectrum of the filament for 1.2
and 2.4 m focusing conditions. The broadening of the spectrum is highly dependent on the
pressure, in the lower NA case (Figure 4.9 b) compare to higher NA case (Figure 4.9 a) which
agrees with the experimental data.
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Figure 4.9: Numerical simulation of the spectrum of the filament with (a) 1.2 m focusing lens
(NA = 3.54 x 10-3) (b) 2.4 m focusing lens (NA = 1.77 x 10-3) at different pressures from 200 to
760 torr. Black dashed line is the initial input spectrum.

The focal length of the lens was increased to 5.8 m to further study the transition from a
geometric focusing regime to nonlinear focusing regime. Since the total length of the chamber is
5.3 m, the 5.8 m focusing lens was positioned 1 m prior to the entrance window of CLaPTAM to
allow 5.3 m propagation of the filamenting beam with NA=8.62 x 10-4. Spectral broadening of
the filament was measured at the end of CLaPTAM. The spectral broadening for 5.8 m focusing
condition at different pressures (Figure 4.10) showed a larger spectral changes than 2.4 m
(Figure 4.8) and 1.2 m (Figure 4.6) focusing conditions.
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Figure 4.10: Experimental data of spectral broadening of a filament for 5.8 m focusing condition
(NA = 8.62 x 10-4) for pressure from 200 to 760 torr.

Unlike the previous results with 2.4 m focusing lens (Figure 4.6), where a significant change in
spectral broadening was observed for the pressures 350 torr and above, 5.8 m focusing condition
shows a spectral broadening from 200 torr and above (Figure 4.10). This shows that as the NA of
the initial beam decreases, where the nonlinear effect dominates filamentation process, the
pressure has more influence on the spectral characteristics of the filament.
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Figure 4.11: Numerical simulation of the spectrum of the filament with (a) 1.2 m focusing lens
(NA = 3.54 x 10-3) (b) 5.8 m focusing lens (NA = 8.62 x 10-4) at different pressures from 200 to
760 torr. Black dashed line is the initial input spectrum.

The numerical analysis of the spectral broadening for the 5.8 m focusing condition also
showed a significant spectral broadening as the pressure increased (Figure 4.11b). The spectral
broadening of the filament at different pressures for various focusing conditions showed that the
pressure has greater influence on the spectral characteristic of the filament as NA decreases.
Therefore for real world conditions where the filament is formed without any focusing optics
(NA = 0), the change in spectral characteristics caused by the pressure changes due to altitude
needs to be taken into consideration to perform outdoor filament applications such as LIDAR.
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5

CONCLUSION

The ultimate goal for filament applications is to be able to make the transition from the
controlled environment of the laboratory to the realistic outdoor conditions. The atmosphere
introduces many variables such as humidity, temperature, pressure and aerosols into the
equation. These need to be studied individually to completely understand the realistic
propagation of filaments. This dissertation focuses on the interaction with the aerosols as well as
the influence of pressure on filament propagation.
The robustness of a single filament after interacting with a single aerosol was evaluated.
It was shown that even after a significant energy loss (up to 80 %), the filament can resume its
propagation. Nonetheless, the relative position of the aerosol to the filament (radially and
longitudinally) dictates the reformation of the filament. The formation of the filament can be
delayed by interacting with an aerosol during the self-focusing phase. The filament propagation
can be interrupted and even be disrupted by an aerosol located farther along the propagation.
The interaction of the water droplets with a single filament leads to their explosion
resulting in the generation of nanometric products. When the filament interacts with multiple
aerosols, these nanoparticles coalescence with the existing water droplets creating a disturbed
cloud distribution.
In order to conduct the controlled study of the mutual influence of the filament on its
environment, a high power ultrafast laser and a controllable atmospheric chamber were
developed. CLaPTAM (chamber for laser propagation through aerosol medium) has been
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designed as part of this work to generate atmospheric conditions similar to several kilometers of
altitude by controlling humidity, pressure and temperature.
The effect of pressure on the beam profile along propagation and the supercontinuum
generated by the filament was studied. The nonlinear Kerr-effect has a direct dependence on the
density of air. Therefore, ultrafast laser pulses propagating at lower pressure experience less
Kerr-effect, transitioning towards a linear propagation regime.
The results presented in this dissertation have demonstrated the influence of some of the
individual variables that limit filament propagation through atmosphere. The basic principles of
filament propagation in different pressures and filament-aerosol interaction are understood.
However, the pressure and the aerosols are not the only variables present in filament propagation
through atmosphere. Other variables such as temperature, turbulence, and humidity still need to
be examined individually. Nonetheless, the development of the CLaPTAM and the preliminary
findings in this dissertation are foundations to a complete understanding of filament propagation
through atmospheric conditions.
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